Scott Hagan
Staging the Religious: Essay Four
Greenaway’s Prospero’s Books provides an interesting interpretation of the role
of Prospero as a creator in Shakespeare’s The Tempest. Prospero creates elaborate
illusions throughout the play, with the most important illusion being the masque sequence
of Act IV in which Prospero becomes disillusioned with the power of his magic.
Prospero’s problem of unbridled imagination and its destructive influence on his creative
role becomes a central thematic issue in The Tempest that Greenaway explores further
through innovative adaptations to staging in Prospero’s Books.
In the masque scene of Act IV, Shakespeare presents the most dramatic example
of Prospero’s role as a creator of illusion. At the beginning of the scene, Prospero
explains to Ferdinand his desire to celebrate his betrothal to Miranda with “another trick”
(IV.i.43) that serves to show the couple the harmony made available in marriage.
Prospero’s description of this illusion as a “vanity of mine art” (IV.i.47) is very important
for understanding the role of Prospero’s imagination. While “mine art” implies
Prospero’s creative control over this masque sequence, “vanity” suggests a certain level
of indulgence of the imagination that Prospero experiences as creator. The goddesses in
the show proceed to present a utopian vision of the harmony that Ferdinand and Miranda
will experience with nature in their marriage. In this extended song describing the bounty
of an infinitely abundant harvest, the close reader is reminded of Prospero’s creative
input on the illusion as Juno blesses the couple saying, “that they may be prosperous/
And honour’d in their issue” (IV.i.114-115). Shakespeare uses a clever play on the word
“prosperous” and its obvious resemblance to ‘Prospero’s’. This pun recalls the theme of
Prospero’s possessive nature with Miranda (“That they may be [Prospero’s]”) that has
been previously established in the play. Furthermore, these lines describe Prospero’s
function as the creator of this marital arrangement. Thus these verses serve as a mark of
Prospero’s authorship over this sequence.
Prospero’s interruption of this masque and subsequent disillusionment with his
magic reveals the play’s central problem of imagination. In concordance with the images
of a world lush with a bountiful harvest portrayed in the masque, the goddesses describe
the cycle of the seasons in this perfect world, beginning with a “spongy April” (IV.i.72)
that then progresses through summer towards fall with the image of “sunburnt sicklemen,
of August weary” (IV.i.147). Winter, however, is strangely absent from this cycle when
Ceres sings, “Spring come to you at the farthest/ In the very end of the harvest!”
(IV.i.123-124). Because Prospero’s utopian masque world has removed winter from its
seasons, there is no time of death in its natural cycle. It is this moment in the play where
Prospero interrupts the action of the masque sequence and realizes his imminent threat of
death by Caliban, Stephano, and Trinculo. This moment of interruption represents the
clash between the carefree nature of his fantasy world and the looming perils of his
current reality. Prospero proceeds to express his disenchantment with his magic: “Our
revels are now ended. These our actors,/ As I foretold you, were all spirits and are melted
into… thin air…///// And, like this insubstantial pageant faded, leave not a rack behind”
(IV.i.161-171). Prospero realizes the futility of a life of dangerous fantasies and therefore
opts for a life devoid of manipulative illusions that offers healthier relationships with the
play’s characters.
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Comment: Note the strength of the author’s
thesis statement, which lies in the specificity
and assertiveness of its premise: that
Prospero’s imagination becomes “unbridled”
and “destructive” in The Tempest, a fact which
can be observed in the “innovative
adaptations” of Greenaway’s film. While the
author doesn’t specify what those
“adaptations” are – he or she might have - we
know the major claim to look for when the
author reaches his analysis of them.
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Comment: This second paragraph is a
superb model for (a) paragraphing and (b)
close reading. The topic sentence begins
forcefully yet clearly, flagging what the
paragraph will be about (“Prospero’s role as a
creator of illusion”) while also advancing a
claim (that the masque in Act Four is
Shakespeare’s “most dramatic example” of
Prospero’s creative role). The paragraph then
proceeds to offer detailed textual evidence to
support this claim. But rather than simply cite
words that restate or certify the topic sentence,
the paragraph moves us forward, mingling
descriptive summary with close analysis. In so
doing, what the author shows is how narrative
problems in the play become problems of
language, and vice versa – a point amply
shown in the fascinating analysis of how the
pun on “prosperous” and “Prospero’s” displays
a creative control that has always been at stake
in the play.
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Comment: These sentences are not only
beautifully written (“world lush with a
bountiful harvest”); they also show how close,
literary analysis can address larger thematic
movements without devolving into generalized
summary. Here, the author describes the logic
of Prospero’s masque, using textual evidence
to support the description, in order to then
make a significant point: the absence of winter
and a “time of death” in Prospero’s masque
forces reality to be an “interruption” to his
fantasy. This is properly analysis because the
author has shown how the progression of a
certain scene or moment in the play leads to a
problem, requiring our interpretation.

In Prospero’s Books, Greenaway takes several liberties in the staging of his
adaptive version of The Tempest in order to submit an innovative interpretation of the
problem of imagination in regards to Prospero’s role as creator. The most important
deviation from the play’s original text in this adaptation is Prospero’s position as narrator
of all of the island’s action in the film. Prospero not only holds the power of creative
control over Ariel’s illusions, but also becomes the literal author of the play as his writing
throughout the film eventually becomes the script of The Tempest. The portrayal of this
authorship in the masque exacerbates the problem of Prospero’s unchecked imagination
because it expands Prospero’s creative control to that of a deity. While Prospero in The
Tempest is trapped in one world of imagination-- his masque-- from which he must
escape, Greenaway’s Prospero is trapped both in his masque world and in the real world
outside of his masque but within the play he is creating. Trapped in his authorship,
Prospero has isolated himself into a reality without any genuine interaction with anyone.
The implications of escaping from this fantasy are therefore more drastic in Greenaway’s
adaptation; Prospero’s liberation from fantasy coincides with the termination of his
trickery as well as the emancipation of the characters within the play.
This ‘illusion within an illusion’ presents an interesting problem for staging:
Greenaway must present an escape from two fantasies. Greenaway uses several clever
staging techniques to represent this ‘double’ liberation. Upon Prospero’s interruption, the
entire cast of the masque freezes in action as Prospero walks towards the center of the
room and towards the camera. This frozen action corresponds with the termination of
Prospero’s masque fantasy because it signals that Prospero has closed the “Book of
Motion” that inspires his imagination to create the masque. Greenaway (and Prospero)
chooses the sound of a clock’s bell as his “strange, hollow, and confused noise”
(IV.i.151) during this ‘awakening’ sequence to symbolize Prospero’s journey back to a
real world where time exists. This clock chime also can be seen as a sort of alarm clock
waking him from his dream state. His exit from his first fantasy world is completed as
Prospero walks out of the scene towards the camera and the masque hall lights dim into
darkness. The new set now consists of a hall of mirrors surrounding him as he continues
walking away from the now vanished masque hall. The use of mirrors here holds
powerful symbolic value. Prospero’s fantasies are made visible through the reflection in
these mirrors, and thus the mirrors eliminate any discrepancy between reality and
Prospero’s perception. The mirrors and the chime of the clock finally bring Prospero out
of the fantasy of the play as a curtain closes behind him and he ends his soliloquy with
“rounded with sleep” (IV.i.170). With this verse the camera cuts back to the image of
Prospero in his chamber writing his play. By showing the progression towards reality in
this sequence through cunning staging techniques, Greenaway effectively communicates
with his audience Prospero’s deliverance from destructive fantasy in Prospero’s Books.
In Prospero’s Books, Greenaway offers a fascinating commentary on the problem
of imagination associated with Prospero’s creator role in The Tempest. While
Shakespeare’s Prospero exposes the isolation caused by Prospero’s manipulative
illusions, Greenaway’s Prospero, with his narrative control, offers a more severe example
of this isolation that he experiences as a result of his total control over the thoughts and
actions of the surrounding characters. Ultimately this use of narrative control, combined
with unique staging of the emancipation sequences, brings the careful viewer a deeper
understanding of Prospero’s destructive imagination in The Tempest.
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Comment: Note that the author is unafraid
to hazard a bold and assertive distinction: that
the Prosperos of The Tempest and of
Greenaway’s film are “trapped” in separate
realms of imagination – the one in a masque,
the other in reality itself. As a summary
paragraph, which functions mainly as a
transition between a reading of two texts, the
author performs here one of the most important
tasks for sustaining an argument over the
course of an essay, even a short one like this:
he restates, resituates, and refines the major
claim of the paper. This flags for us that the
subsequent reading of Prospero’s Books will
move the argument forward in a specific
direction, rather than simply reiterating and
providing more evidence for claims already
made.
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Comment: As the genre of writing about
literature and film goes, this paragraph
exemplifies two positive traits: (a) it grounds
its summary of visual action in a description of
visual effect, including not only speculations
about symbolic meaning but an analysis of
staging, lighting, and scenery; and (b) it points
us back to the language of the play-text,
showing how those visual effects imply the
film’s own reading of the text at stake.
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Comment: The conclusion is concise and
effective. Rather than rehash the essay, it
continues the argument developed in the latter
half on Prospero’s Books and draws it to a
close, showing the reader that we’ve arrived
somewhere else than we began: Prospero’s
“destructive imagination” from the thesis has
been shown, by essay’s end, to be a problem of
“illusions” in the play versus “narrative
control” in the film.
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